Germany’s Autentic wheels in deals

GERMAN distributor Autentic Distribution is celebrating a string of sales to broadcasters across Europe, all of which were signed at MIPCOM. Autentic Distribution, a joint venture between Autentic and WDR mediagroup, has successfully sold hit German motor series Grip to Polish broadcaster Polsat, to be shown on its male-orientated Polsat Play channel. The show will also appear on Estonia’s AS Kanal 2, which has also acquired Hot Roads: The World’s Most Dangerous Roads.

Autentic has also closed a deal that will see two historical documentaries, Great War Of Nations and More Than Just Enemies, shown on ZDF Enterprises’ digital channels. Both documentaries were made by INA.

Other MIPCOM deals include a package of 20-plus hours of nature, wildlife and cultural programming to Swiss channel SRF; and an arts package to Sky Arts in Germany, which includes the Academy Award-winning show Inocente and NHK’s Samuari Architect Tadao Ando.